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Chairman: Mr. T. Brisibe (Nigeria)
The meeting was called to order at 10.16 a.m.
The CHAIRMAN:
Good morning
distinguished delegates. I now declare open the 877th
meeting of the Legal Subcommittee of the Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.

Adopted.
Paragraph 4.
I see no comments to paragraph 4.
Paragraph 4 is adopted.

Adoption of the report
Paragraph 5.
This morning we will continue with the
adoption of the report of the Legal Subcommittee.

Adopted.

Distinguished delegates, I would now like to
continue with the adoption of the report of the Legal
Subcommittee and I would like to continue with the
adoption of the fourth part of the report, document
A/AC.105/C.2/L.290/Addendum.3, containing the
following parts: Information on the Activities of
International
Intergovernmental
and
NonGovernmental Organizations Relating to Space Law;
National Legislation Relevant to the Peaceful
Exploration and Use of Outer Space; and CapacityBuilding in Space Law; as well as Annex III, Set of
Recommendations on National Legislation Relevant to
the Peaceful Exploration and Use of Outer Space, to be
submitted as a separate draft resolution for considering
by the General Assembly at its sixty-eighth session.

Paragraph 6.

Do all delegations have before them document
A/AC.105/C.2/L.290/Addendum.3?

Paragraph 10.

We shall now begin with a paragraph-byparagraph adoption of the fourth part of the report.
Paragraph 1.
Adopted.
Paragraph 2.
Adopted.
Paragraph 3(a), (b), (c) and (d).

Adopted.
Paragraph 7.
Adopted.
Paragraph 8.
Adopted.
Paragraph 9.
Adopted.

I give the floor
representative of Mexico.

to

the

distinguished

Ms. R. M. RAMIREZ DE ARELLANO
(Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): Chairman,
one of the organizations that made a presentation in
this forum pointed out that frequencies are the heritage
of mankind. So might I point out that this has no legal
basis. Hence, it is a matter that should appear in the
document, in our report, saying that the frequencies are
not the heritage, if there is the statement that they are
the heritage of mankind, that this lacks a legal basis. I
leave it up to your wise judgement.
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Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Mexico for this observation.
I thank you distinguished delegates for your
patience in this respect and to clarify in response to the
observation which has been made by the distinguished
representative of Mexico, this section of our report on
Information on the Activities of International
Intergovernmental
and
Non-Governmental
Organizations Relating to Space Law is really one that
is designed and drafted to capture the activities of these
intergovernmental organizations and non-governmental
organizations that participate in our affairs. And it
would seem that the language, an issue which the
distinguished representative of Mexico would like to
see reflected in the report, is probably best suited for
another part of the report, inasmuch as at this time, we
have already adopted preceding sections where it might
have been adequately reflected. I would sincerely
appreciate your flexibility on this.
You have the floor.
Ms. R. M. RAMIREZ DE ARELLANO
(Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): Yes, thank
you Chairman. Yes, I have no problem in accepting
your proposal but you know how things work in the
WTO. In 1979, in the Tokyo Round, one delegation
put forward something in writing and pointed out just
what the importance was that services had within the
international market of goods. This was important at
that time and from then on things evolved with the
support of the GATT Secretariat and we saw what role
these services as part of this and then that led us to the
Uruguay Round in 1986 and, on the basis of that
document, we need to think about the role played by
services in international trade.
So in 1994, in
Marrakech, the Treaty was signed on this which
created the WTO. If we leave some kind of comment
just go by, a comment of this kind, it does stick in the
mind. We think back to what happened then. If it is
mentioned in this part, we need to bear this in mind and
make sure whether a statement is true or not but I think
it is important that, yes, these things are very
respectable as opinions but we need to be careful about
where we put these four lines because these are
precedents and if they are put in the wrong position,
then they can far-reaching effects. We are thinking
about the case of the WTO. Sometimes these things
are not just, they evolve not just into law but they do
have these consequences. We need to bear this in mind
when my colleagues on this Committee mention these
things. It needs to be borne in mind.

Thank you Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Mexico for a very constructive
intervention here and I can only reiterate the fact that
this section of the report is designed and worded to
capture the statement of the observer from Intersputnik
and the factual nature of the (?) statement certainly
warrant consideration. How this is reflected in the
report is another matter. And perhaps in future
deliberations, we want to recall the reports and
decisions that have been made in previous years with
respect to these inter-linked issues concerning access to
radio-frequencies and the geostationary orbit and
which are discussed under the agenda of the
Subcommittee as item 6(b).
I should now give the floor to the
distinguished representative of the International Law
Association.
Ms. M. WILLIAMS (International Law
Association): Thank you Mr. Chairman. Simply to
confirm our view that this kind of statement should
come under some other section of the report.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of the International Law Association for
her intervention.
And, at this time, if we can continue with the
adoption of our report at paragraph 10.
I see no comments to paragraph 10.
Paragraph 10 is adopted.
Paragraph 11.
I see no comments.
Paragraph 11 is adopted.
Paragraph 12(a) and (b).
Paragraph 12 is adopted.
Paragraph 13.
Paragraph 13 is adopted.
Paragraph 14.
Adopted.
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Paragraph 15.

I see no comments to paragraph 28.

Adopted.

Paragraph 28 is adopted.

Paragraph 16.

Paragraph 29.

Adopted.

Paragraph 29 is adopted.

Paragraph 17.

Paragraph 30.

Adopted.

Paragraph 30 is adopted.

Paragraph 18.

Paragraph 31.

Adopted.

I see no comments to paragraph 31.

Paragraph 19.

Paragraph 31 is adopted.

Paragraph 19 is adopted.

Paragraph 32.

Paragraph 20.

Paragraph 32 is adopted.

Paragraph 20 is adopted.

Paragraph 33.

Paragraph 21.

I give the floor
representative of China.

to

the

distinguished

Paragraph 21 is adopted.
Paragraph 22.
I see no comments to paragraph 22.
Paragraph 22 is adopted.
Paragraph 23.

Mr. L. ZHOU (China): Thank you Mr.
Chairman. We, through our two statements on this
item, expressed that the Chinese Government also
welcomed the member States of this Committee to
nominate experts to take part in the evaluation mission
to China. So I am just wondering if this can be added
to this paragraph to state that the Chinese Government
also expressed that they are welcome to the member
States to nominate experts to take part in the missions.

Adopted.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Paragraph 24.
Adopted.
Paragraph 25(a), (b), (c) and (d).
Paragraph 25 is adopted.
Paragraph 26.
Adopted.
Paragraph 27.

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of China for that proposal. I shall give
the floor to the Secretary to read to you what text the
Secretariat has formulated to capture your intervention.
Mr. N. HEDMAN:
Thank you Mr.
Chairman. The proposal is to put a paragraph 33 bis
right after paragraph 33 and it would read as follows:
“The Subcommittee noted that the
Government of China had welcomed member States of
the Committee to nominate experts for the mission in
that regard.”

Paragraph 27 is adopted.
I repeat 33 bis:
Paragraph 28.
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“The Subcommittee noted that the
Government of China had welcomed member States of
the Committee to nominate experts for the mission in
that regard.”
The CHAIRMAN: Do I take it that the text,
as read to the Subcommittee by the Secretariat, is
acceptable as a supplement to paragraph 33, so we will
have a paragraph 33 bis.
Very well, paragraph 33 and 33 bis is adopted
to reflect the text.
I give the floor
representative of France.

to

the

distinguished

Mr. P. CLERC (France) (interpretation from
French): Thank you Chairman. Just one clarification
on the translation here. The French translation of
paragraph 33 refers to the University of Beijing. In
English, we read “Beihang University” in Beijing. So
possibly we could usefully adjust this in the third line
of the French translation and also refer to the Beihang
University in Beijing in French.
Thank you. Please align.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of France his intervention and proposal
and take it that paragraph 33 and 33 bis, as amended, is
adopted by the Subcommittee.
Progressing with our adoption, can we now
consider paragraph 34?
Paragraph 34 is adopted.
Paragraph 35.
I see no comments to paragraph 35.
Paragraph 35 is adopted.
Paragraph 36.
Adopted.
Paragraph 37.
Adopted.
Paragraph 38.
Adopted.
Paragraph 39.

Adopted.
Paragraph 40.
Adopted.
Distinguished delegates, you will have before
Annex
III
of
the
document
you
A/AC.105/C.2/L.290/Addendum.3.
You will recall during the course of our
deliberations at this session of the Subcommittee that
we had made changes, very slight amendments to the
text, namely in Point 2 on Page 8 and Point 6 on Page
9, following informal consultations and a plenary
discussion of the specific changes that were made in
this regard.
I propose we adopt the document as a whole
and if there are no comments to the changes,
amendments which have already been reflected in this
document, Annex III, can I take it that Annex III is
adopted?
I see no comments.
Therefore, Annex III is adopted.
Distinguished delegates, we have, therefore,
adopted the fourth part of the report as amended.
We shall now proceed with a paragraph-byparagraph adoption of the final part of the draft report,
contained
in
document
as
A/AC.105/C.2/L.290/Addendum.4.
This part of the draft report contains the
sections on: Review of International Mechanisms for
Cooperation in the Peaceful Exploration and Use of
Outer Space; and Proposals to the Committee on the
Peaceful Uses of Outer Space for New Items to be
Considered by the Legal Subcommittee at its fifty-third
session.
Do all delegates have a copy of this final part?
again,
that
document
is
Once
A/AC.105/C.2/L.290/Addendum.4.
I would propose that delegations take some
two to three minutes to review the document. Three
minutes?
Distinguished delegates, we shall now
proceed with a paragraph-by-paragraph adoption of
document A/AC.105/C.2/L.290/Addendum.4.
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Paragraph 1.

Thank you Chairman.

Paragraph 1 is adopted.

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Mexico for this intervention and note
that the Secretariat will double check this request with
the relevant officials in the Organization.

Paragraph 2.
I give the floor
representative of Argentina.

to

the

distinguished

Mr.
F.
MENICOCCI
(Argentina)
(interpretation from Spanish): Thank you Chairman.
Just to point out that my delegation made a statement
under 12 of this and I would like the name of my
country to appear in this paragraph.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Argentina for his intervention and
give the floor to the distinguished representative of
Brazil.

And as we continue with the adoption of our
report, at paragraph 4(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e), I see no
comments to paragraphs 4(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e).
This paragraph is adopted.
Paragraph 5(a), (b) and (c).
Adopted.
Paragraph 6.
Adopted.
Paragraph 7.

Mr. A. J. RYPL (Brazil): Thank you Mr.
Chairman. Just like the delegate of Argentina, I should
like to point out that my delegation also made a
statement under this agenda item.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Brazil for his intervention and can I
take it that paragraph 2, as amended, to reflect the
inclusion of Argentina and Brazil, is adopted?
Paragraph 2 is adopted.
Paragraph 3.
Adopted.
Paragraph 4.
I should give the floor to the distinguished
representative of Mexico.
Ms. R. M. RAMIREZ DE ARELLANO
(Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): Thank you
Chairman. It could be simply a matter of form or it
could be a matter of substance, we will see, but the
delegation of the United States of America is
mentioned merely as the United States but I remind
you that the name of my country is Mexico or the
United States of Mexico so maybe we should
remember this. So when Mexico speaks, perhaps it is
not correct simply to refer to Mexico.

Adopted.
Paragraph 8.
Adopted.
Paragraph 9.
I give the floor
representative of Canada.

to

the

distinguished

Ms.
D.
ST.-ARNAUD
(Canada)
(interpretation from French): Yes, thank you. I think
perhaps we miss here the reference to non-binding
agreements or arrangements in paragraph 9. We could
say because paragraph 14, I think, is complete. We
could take inspiration from that to include non-binding
arrangements among our list when it comes to the
diversity of agreements in this field.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Canada for her intervention and I
shall give the floor to the Secretariat to read to you the
language that is proposed to capture the intervention.
Mr. N. HEDMAN (Secretary, Office for
Outer Space Affairs): Thank you Mr. Chairman. In
paragraph 9, on the third line, it could be inserted “we
have already legally non-binding principles”, so it
could read as follows:
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“legally non-binding arrangements
principles and technical guidelines.”

and

I repeat, in the third line:
“legally non-binding arrangements
principles and technical guidelines.”

and

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much,
and as you mean this is acceptable as an amendment to
paragraph 9, can we take it that paragraph 9 is adopted,
as amended?
Paragraph 9 is adopted.

Ms. S. AOKI (Japan): Thank you Mr.
Chairman. In paragraph (a), the second line, we like to
note that the suggestion was made by China to add
“United Nations” in between “binding” and
“instruments”.
Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Japan for her intervention and would
like to note that paragraph 17(a) reflects the title of a
document which was before the Subcommittee and in
order to reflect the proposal in your intervention,
noting that it is anticipated there will be a revision of
that document as a proposal, would it be acceptable to
have these words reflected in that revised proposal
which will then be brought, I understand, before the
Committee subsequently? Is that acceptable?

Paragraph 10.
Ms. S. AOKI (Japan): Yes, Mr. Chairman,
thank you.

Paragraph 10 is adopted.
Paragraph 11.

I thank the distinguished representative of
Japan, and in the absence of any comments to
paragraph 17, can I take it that paragraph 17 is
adopted?

Paragraph 11 is adopted.
Paragraph 12.

Paragraph 17 is adopted.
Paragraph 12 is adopted.
Paragraph 18.
Paragraph 13.
Adopted.
Adopted.
Paragraph 19.
Paragraph 14.
Adopted.
I see no comments to paragraph 14.
Paragraph 20.
Paragraph 14 is adopted.
I see no comments.
Paragraph 15.
Paragraph 20 is adopted.
Adopted.
Paragraph 21.
Paragraph 16.
I see no comments to paragraph 16.
Paragraph 16 is adopted.
Paragraph 17(a) and (b).
I give the floor
representative of Japan.

to

the

distinguished

I give the floor
representative of Korea.

to

the

distinguished

Mr. K. CHUNG (Republic of Korea): Thank
you Chairman. At the end of the agenda item, the line
21, I want to add the point which was made by my
delegation yesterday that an additional opportunity to
address this issue at the IISL and ECSL Symposium to
be held next year’s session of the Subcommittee with
the possible title such as “Soft Law in the Space
Activities”.
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Thank you.

Paragraph 24.

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Korea for his intervention and would
urge your indulgence to allow us proceed in the
adoption of the report until we are at paragraph 29
which you will observe, in fact, pertains to the
symposia that we expect will be organized and we can
address, if this is acceptable, your proposal in the
intervention at this paragraph.
I should now give the
distinguished representative of Iran.

floor

to

the

Adopted.
Paragraph 25.
Paragraph 25 is adopted.
Paragraph 26, which is reflected on Pages 5 to
6.
I see no comments to paragraph 26.
Paragraph 26 is adopted.

Mr. H. SHAFTI (Iran): Thank you Mr.
Chairman. First of all, thank you for the flexibility of
the distinguished Japanese delegation for the reflection
of points of view that were raised during this
discussion concerning this new item.

Paragraph 27.
Adopted.
Paragraph 28.

Just I want to remind that, as you observed
yesterday, in the informal discussions and also in the
plenary, it was raised by our delegation and also other
participants concerning the outcome of this work. In
this paragraph, objectives and methodology and scope
of work raised here and it is, I think, good enough to
mention and reflect the stands of the member States.
But I think we realize that emphasis on outcome of the
work is important because the outcome of the work is
related completely to the initiation in the first step.
Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Iran for his intervention and to reflect
the proposal. Perhaps the text could be amended to
read in paragraph 21, in the second line, “relating to the
objectives, methodology, scope and outcome of work”.
Can I take it then that this amendment to
paragraph 21 is acceptable to delegations?

Adopted.
Paragraph 29.
Distinguished delegates, with respect to
paragraph 29, and I noted that the distinguished
representative of Korea wishes to take the floor, I had
hoped our Secretariat will, in order to address the
intervention and proposal that you made, perhaps
suggest language that we think could capture the
intention, the spirit of what you proposed.
You need the microphone.
Mr. K. CHUNG (Republic of Korea):
Excuse me. A view was expressed that further
opportunity to address the issue of soft law in the space
activities could be included as a possible agenda item.
The CHAIRMAN: I shall give the floor to
the Secretariat.

I see no comments.
Paragraph 21 is adopted.
Paragraph 22.
I see no comments.
Paragraph 22 is adopted.
Paragraph 23.
Paragraph 23 is adopted.

Mr. N. HEDMAN (Secretary, Office for
Outer Space Affairs): Thank you Mr. Chairman. First
of all, we have paragraph 29 where the Subcommittee
agreed to invite IISL and ECSL to organize a
symposium and the proposal made by the Republic of
Korea could then be a paragraph 29 bis and we would
appreciate if the delegation just brings that text to our
attention so when we are drafting.
This is a good reflection of a view expressed.
Just for delegations’ information, it is a long-standing
practice that it is for IISL and ECSL to come up with
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the theme that they work around for the symposium
and I just wanted you to know that that we are not
constraining IISL and ECSL but I think it is a good
reflection to have that as a view expressed in this
regard for their consideration when they are planning
for the symposium.

Paragraph 39.
Adopted.
Distinguished delegates, we have, therefore,
adopted the fifth and final part of the draft report as
amended.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much
and can I take it that paragraph 29, which will now
have a paragraph 29 bis to reflect the intervention of
the Republic of Korea and the text as has been
proposed, is acceptable to delegations?
I see no comments.
Paragraph 29 and the proposed paragraph 29
bis are adopted.

We have now adopted all parts of the report of
the Subcommittee to the Committee on the Peaceful
Uses of Outer Space.
Can I take it that the Subcommittee adopts the
entire report as amended?
I see no objections.
The report of the Legal Subcommittee to the
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, as
amended, is adopted as a whole.

Paragraph 30.
Paragraph 30 is adopted.
Paragraph 31.
Adopted.
Paragraph 32.
Adopted.
Paragraph 33.
Adopted.
Paragraph 34.
Adopted.
Paragraph 35.
Adopted.
Paragraph 36.
Paragraph 36 is adopted.
Paragraph 37.
Adopted.
Paragraph 38.
Adopted.

Distinguished delegates, before I declare
closed this meeting of the Legal Subcommittee and the
fifty-second session, I should say a few words to you
especially as I believe one of the hardest things you can
request of anyone is to say goodbye to friends and
colleagues and no doubt to a distinguished assembly
such as the Legal Subcommittee of the Committee on
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
I recall the opening statement which I made at
the fifty-first session of the Legal Subcommittee when
you elected me to serve as your Chair for a biennium
and I recall that statement in which I referred to the
United Nations General Assembly resolution 66/71 that
recalled the first meeting of the permanent Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space which was
convened on 27 November 1961 and which facilitated
the adoption of General Assembly resolutions 1721(a)
to (e), and especially resolution 1721(a) which
recommended to States a Principle for the guidance in
space activities, namely that international law,
including the Charter of the United Nations, applies to
outer space and celestial bodies and that outer space
and celestial bodies are free for exploration and use by
all States in conformity with international law and are
not subject to national appropriation.
I also recall that that resolution 1721(a)
invited the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer
Space to study and report on the legal problems which
may arise from the exploration and use of outer space.
Since the establishment of the Committee and its Legal
Subcommittee and, as I believe we all acknowledge
today,
among
numerous
truly
impressive
achievements, the Committee, as well as this Legal
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Subcommittee, have been instrumental in the
development of the international legal regime
governing the activities of States in the exploration and
use of outer space, consisting of five treaties and five
sets of declarations and principles on outer space
activities and, without a doubt, the Outer Space Treaty,
together with the other core treaties on outer space,
form the legal foundation for today’s space activities.
In the course of the deliberations we have
heard at this session of the Legal Subcommittee, we
have heard reference, for instance, to principles of
international law, such as Principle 2 of the 1992 Rio
Declaration Environment and Development, in respect
of which the opinion of the Court of Justice in the case
concerning the Gabcico-Nagimoros project, was also
cited.
The question I have then in the next semicentennial period of space law-making could be how
these principles and the range of activities in outer
space which continue to become diversified, whether it
concerns climate change, access to data, environmental
considerations, sustainable use, security, near-Earth
objects and even small satellites and access to
frequencies, could be taken into account.
Future sessions of the Legal Subcommittee
will begin consideration in-depth, reviewing
international mechanisms for cooperation and we
should, on that basis, recall the premise for the
establishment of the Committee to foster international
cooperation as a means for maintaining peace and
security between States.
On that note, distinguished delegates, I now
declare closed the 877th meeting and the fifty-second
session of the Legal Subcommittee of the Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.

Distinguished delegates, the representative of
Saudi Arabia, I am advised, wishes to take the floor.
Mr. M. A. TARABZOUNI (Saudi Arabia)
(interpretation from Arabic): Mr. Chairman, my
country’s delegation presents its thanks to the Chair for
his wisdom and ability to manage the meetings of the
fifty-first and fifty-second sessions. We also thank the
Secretariat for their efforts made for the success of
these meetings.
We also present our thanks to all delegates for
the consensus, all the issues and items that have been
presented.
Thank you Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN: I thank the distinguished
representative of Saudi Arabia for his statement and
very kind words to my person, implied also clearly to
the Secretariat, the staff of the Office, our colleagues
from Conference Services, the interpreters, all of
whom have together worked extremely hard over the
last two weeks to ensure that we have had what, in my
mind, is a most successful and fruitful session.
I should also take this opportunity to wish
you, Sir, a safe return to your capital and, of course, to
all delegations safe journeys to their respective places
of residence.
Thank you again.
The meeting closed at 11.38 a.m.

